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Klementowice - Magdalenian Core Processing

JERZY LIBERA and WITOLD MIGAL

lntroduction

Site 20 in Klementowice-Kolonia (Kurów munici-
pality, Puławy district, Lublin province) was discov-
ered in the spring of 1981 in the course of surface
surveys conducted as part of the Polish Archaeo-
logical Record Project. Exploratory excavations
began in the summer of that same year and were
continued to a limited extent in 1982. The discov-
ered campsite lies on the Nałęczów Plateau forming
the north-western part of the Lublin Upland. The

z0 mŻ digwas confined to the largest concentration
of flint artifacts that was visible on the surface of
the lower lying part of a loess slope. The site was
excavated in 5-cm layers, with the locations of finds
recorded in two dimensions.

Artifacts were recovered from the ground sur-
face, the humus layer (20-25 cm thick),&the delu-
vium layer (5-t5 cm), the top part of the brown-
colored illuvium layer (30-40 cm), with sporadic
finds also being present in the undeĄing brown-
and yellowish-banded loess illuvium layer (40-45
cm). The flint material was thus deposited down
to 50-80 cm from the ground surface at the time
of the dig. The profile was incomplete, with at least

30-50 cm of the illuvium having been washed away.

The greatest concentrations of artifacts were in the

upper part of the explored slope fragment, with the
uppermost trench yielding only minute quantities
of finds. The dig uncovered close to 8 m of what
is probably an extensive kshemenitsa containing
anywhere between i50 and 400 artifacts per square
meter. In addition to this kshemenitsa, archaeolo-
gists discovered a few very regular, small and shal-
low depressions (A-E), each containing several
hundred artifacts - mostly debitage with isolated
core and tool specimens also present. Other than
that there were no permanent structures such as

pits, hearths, or regular arrangements of postholes,

also in the form of ice wedges.

The recovered inventory totaled 7,352 flint arti-
facts, 335 stone artifacts, and 15 pottery fragments.
The latter belong to the Globular Amphorae tradi-
tion to which a small lithic adze, surviving in frag-

mentary form, should also be perhaps attributed.
That said, the lithic inventory lacks artifacts which
could be tied to this Neolithic culture. The inven-
tory structure comprised a natural piece, cores (24

specimens), core preparation waste (150 finds),

blades, flakes, chips, and flint chunks (6,309 in to-

tal), typological tools (755 finds), and burin spalls
( 1 13).

The vast majoriĘ of finds are patinated, with the

hue of the light milk-colored patina depending on

the kind of silica rock it łv'as on. The raw material
could be identified in the case of 79.3o/o of all finds,

the remaining determinations being prevented by
truncations and severe crumbling suffered by the

artifacts in our times. The discerned flint varieties

include the Świeciechów (39.7 o/o), chocolate (3oo/o),

erratic (8.1%), and possibly also the Volhynian
(0.6%o).

There are numerous doubts as to this last vari-
ety since its color is much like that of the glassy,

deep blue Cretaceous Volhynian flints. Ample and

extensive deposits of similar siliceous rocks are to

be found in the central part of the Lubartów Plain
(the mezoregion to the north of the Nałęczów
Plateau), and also in the Chełm Hills (between

the central stretch of the Wieprz and Bug rivers).

Surface surveys conducted recently in the latter
area revealed materials resembling those from
Magdalenian inventories, notably in Pniówno,
Chełm municipality (Libera' 2003; Libera and
Szeliga,2006).

The tools' morphology unequivocally points to
the Magdalenian people as the occupiers of the Kle-
mentowice-Kolonia campsite. The frequency of the

basic tool groups (end scrapers, burins, retouched

truncations, backed pieces, perforators, combined
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tools, and microliths) is matched most closely by
that in Moravian inventories. At this stage of re-
search the site is dated to the end of the Bolling pe-
riod (}astrzębski and Libera, 1984, 1988; Kozłowski
and Pettitt, 2O0L:33).

Cores

It was impossible to determine the original concre-
tiont shape in the case of most of the24cores (0.33%
of the entire assemblage). The natural surface sur-
viving on parts of some of the specimens indicates
that the concretions were mined from primary de-
posits (chocolate flint with thick cortex), or from the
weathered layer (chocolate and Świeciechów flint
specimens with eolian surfaces), or \ł/ere naturally
occurring fragments (erratic flint). One of the cores
was fashioned out of a massive flake. The recovered
material includes also a single core fragment. In
terms of core processing stage, we have initial cores
(3 specimens), cores in advanced stages of exploita-
tion (7), as well as fully exploited or residual cores
(14 finds), with the dividing line between the latter
two kinds being rather blur.

We discuss 21 cores, all but one of them unpub-
lished. The only core from this site to be published
previously was specimen 21 (}astrzębski and Libe-
ra,1982, figure 1: 6). We will attempt to character-
ize their exploitation basing on elements produced
in the course of core processing (core preparation
waste), and on analyses of blade debitage.

The Klementowice cores are very diverse, offer-
ing insights not just into the standard blade produc-
ing techniques but also into the strategies involved
in core repairing and discarding. It is interesting to
note that although several flint varieties were used,
there seems to be no relationship between raw ma-
terial kind and the manner of flint processing. This
collection of artifacts may be described in terms
of the following visible characteristics: meticulous,
and improvised flintworking, single- and double-
platform method, acute and perpendicular striking
angle. The rest of the description concerns various
strategies employed in the case of each particu-
lar specimen - and while the manner of platform
preparation is related to the flintworking concept
employed, side preparation, while also intended,
was in many cases omitted, whenever the situation
permitted this. The analyzed cores appear to repre-
sent a consistent flintworking strategy, one that is
rational from the point of view of blades and mi-
croblades production.

Tech nologica I featu res
of the various core groups

MICROLITHIC CORES

This category comprises cores (Figures I and. 2)
whose flaking surfaces do not exceed 5 cm in length.
All of them were single-platform specimens, and
narrow flaking surfaces survive on most of them
(Figure i: 1-4). The platforms, formed with a single
blow, form an acute angle with the flaking surface
(Figures I: I,2,4;2:3). Some of the platforms were
repaired in the course of exploitation, evidence of
which are rejuvenation flake scars (Figure 1: 1-3).
The cores lack any traces of previous exploitation
on their surfaces which means they are not residual
cores classifiable in a different group. The specimens
shown in Figure 2:7 areinitial cores made from flint
pieces with eolian surfaces, and they differ some-
what in appearance from the others.

Their original form - the two specimens combine
into a "refittirg" - was perhaps a bifacial tool (prob-
ably a Middle Palaeolithic knife) which featured the
partly surviving intensely eolian side surfaces. The
first stage of core processing was confined exclu-
sively to one of the narrow sides and it is hard to
say whether exploitation involved one platform or
two platforms which do not survive. Following this
stage, the piece was split (truncated in a controlled
manner?) into two parts by a blow to the flat side,
half-way down its length. The two specimens were
subsequently exploited separately.

One of the specimens (Figure 2: Z)hada series of
three bladelets struck off a natural platform which
r^/as prepared with just a few chips, each several
millimeters long. The other specimen (Figure 2: 1)
meanwhile features a natural platform at right an-
gles to the flaking surface, and no traces whatsoever
of preparation - although it has scars evidencing
at least two successfully detached bladelets; in this
it differs from the overall picture of this group of
cores. An interesting find is the core shown in Fig-
ure 2; 3 which may in fact be described as a pre-
core. It is a fragment of the distal end of a larger sin-
gle-platform core. Its accidentally produced shape
made possible its secondary utilization as a core for
bladelets, following the fashioning of a trimmed
edge in the distal part ofthe core-to-be, and ofthe
platform with several small flakes shaping the strik-
ing angle. Unfortunately, the exploitation of this
core y/as abandoned after striking off the first two
bladelets, although a few more bladelets could have
been successfully detached.
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It is interesting to note that despite their small
size, the micro-cores feature traces of preparation
which are no doubt connected with their exploita-
tion (Figure 1: 1, 3, 4). These are blows to the back
of the core, producing a kind of back crest, which
are intended to give a conical shape to the flaking

Klementowice - Magdalenian Core Processing 225

surface end of the core, but they may also be flake

or semi-flake scars on the distal end serving the

same purpose, namely narrowing the distal part of
the flaking surface to facilitate exploitation.

The bladelet scars on the cores which lend them-

selves to description enable comparisons with other
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Frcunr z. Klementowice-Kolonia, Puławy district, site

blades. The first apparently significant feature to
note is the very acute striking angle, and the ab-
sence of trimming and scratching on the platform
edge. We can also see that the bulbs on the scars are
either very small or flat, and spread out. This is the
case with the specimen shown in Figure 2: 1, which
displays an almost 90' striking angle, unlike the
other specimens in which this angle is very acute.

The discernible technological features of cores
included in this group are suggestive of a rigorous
and well thought-through manner of exploitation
intended to produce several bladelets with specific
parameters. The processing these cores were sub-

0 5cm

-.20. Microlithic cores.

jected to indicate that the knappers did not rely on
accidentally struck-off blades but deliberately pro-
duced blanks with the desired characteristics. We
can assume with considerable certainty that the
micro-cores were fashioned by the same knapper(s)
who was/were responsible for the larger cores.

DOUBLE-PLATFORM CORES

This is the most diverse of all the core groups dis-
cussed here (Figures 3 and 4): practically each of
the four specimens comprising it displays differ-
ent features, with the sole uniting characteristic
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being the exploitation of two platforms sharing
a common flaking surface. However, the shared
flaking surface is not the only feature justifying
the inclusion of these finds in the same category.
Another distinguishing feature is the prepara-
tion of the cores' platforms and ventral surfaces.
The specimen shown in Figure 4: 1 was fashioned
out ofa residual core (probably a single-platform
specimen), and carries large blade scars on its

ventral surface, running parallel to the specimen's

longer axis. On the ventral surface of the speci-
men in Figure 3:2we have flat flake scars. In turn,
the specimen illustrated in Figure 3: 1 features

1

0 Scm
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Double-platform cores.

something like an initial (or rather residual, given
the size ofthe find) back crest in the form ofthree
surviving flake scars. The specimen in Figure 4: 2

likewise displays a ventral back crest formed by
striking off two flakes.

The cores of this group are clearly distinct from
those representing the other categories in the man-

ner of their platform preparation. While the plat-

forms of the other cores were prepared by striking
off small flakes and chips which produced a richly
"relieved" platform surface, in the case ofthe speci-

mens described here the platform-preparing flakes

are flat, causing no change ofthe striking angle. In
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o 5cm

Frcunp 4. Klementowice-Kolonia, Puławy district, site 20. Double-platform cores.

other words, the preparation of the platforms of
these specimens involved:

- striking off a single rejuvenation flake to
achieve an acute or very acute striking angle,

- platform rejuvenation by striking off flat flakes
without altering the striking angle.

It may be cautiously assumed that this is an im-
portant characteristic, possibly relating to a tech-
nique of striking offbladelets from double-platform

cores that differed from techniques employed in the
case ofthe other core groups.

Another discernible morphological feature are
bladelets' bulbs. All specimens included in this
group feature distinct, small, 'point-like" bulbs re-
sembling those on cores attributed to the Swiderian
culture. This also seems to be a feature related to
a different technique. Unlike in the Swiderian tech-
nology, however, none ofthe cores described here
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0 5cm

FIcunE' 5. Klementowice-Kolonia, Puławy district, site 20. Single-platform cores.
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Frcunr 6. Klementowice-Kolonia, Puławy district, site 20. Single-platform cores.



displays visible traces of grinding or trimming of
the platform edges - techniques which are Ępical
for the Swiderian culture.

SINGLE-PLATFORM CORES

We included six specimens in this category (Figures

5 and 6). Aside from the single pre-core (Figure 6: 3)

shaped by several bladelike flake scars, they are basi-
cally all cores retaining a single flaking surface with
scars left by bladelets detached from a single platform.
There were sporadic cases of blades or flakes struck
off to sharpen the distal end, but these were not ex-
ploitation traces. The places they were struck off from
were not prepared platforms. In other words, although
bladelets were sometime struck offthe distal end (see,

e.g., Figure 6: 2), the cores in this category are not
changed-orientation or double-platform cores. What
happened was simply that while repairing the core,

a blade was struck offrather than a flake, the latter be-
ing the case with other specimens (Figures 5: 1, 3; 6: 1).

The striking angles ofthese cores are close to 90".

Although the angles often appear to be acute, the
small chips and flakes struck off during platform
preparation bring them to almost 90 degrees.

The bladelet scars feature distinct bulbs, some of
them quite large (Figures 5: 2, 3; 6: 3).In some cas-
es it was hard to determine their character as they
\/ere removed in the course of platform preparation
(Figure 6:2).

We could say that in all cases we have to do with
deliberate efforts to alter the striking angle and
achieve the desired percussion point by preparing
the platform. Practically none of the specimens fea-
tures traces of techniques such as grinding of the
platform edge or trimming.

CHANGED.ORIENTATION
SINGLE-PLATFORM CORES

This group comprises relatively few finds (Figures 7

and 8) which are the most characteristic and el-
egant of all those described here. The technique
they evidence, consisting in a change (or rather
a repeated change) of the core orientation was al-
ready observed in cores attributed to the Magdale-
nian culture (R. Schild, personal communication).
However, cores of this kind were never classified as

a distinct category, although they appear to deserve
such a distinction.

The technological features of these cores are not
different from those ofthe already described single-
platform specimens. Their striking angles (at one

Klementowice - Magdalenian Core Processing 23I

of the platforms) are close to 90o, and they display
traces of intense platform formation - variously
oriented platform rejuvenation flakes (Figures 7 : 2i

8: 2). The other platform (which we shall describe
as ventral), as a rule displays an acute striking an-

gle, which makes the cores resemble double-plat-
form specimens.

The cores in this group are distinct in having two
platforms and two flaking surfaces almost at right
angles to each other. Each of the flaking surfaces
also serves to alter the shape of the core's distal end,

thus forming the opposite-lying striking platform.
What we thus have here, are not double-platform
cores, although they may sometimes be mistaken
for such because of the two opposite-lying plat-
forms. However, such mutual orientation of the

platforms is intentional. The fact that at the junc-
tion of the opposite-lying platforms we have scars

of bladelets detached with blows from opposite
directions, was probably a defect rather than a de-

sired outcome, since in this case the exploitation on
either side of the core would not properly serve its
principal purpose (other than bladelets production,
of course) which was to alter the core's shape. There
are two specimes evidencing this (Figures 7: 1; 8: 1):

the outermost bladelets (indicated by arrows in the
illustrations) were struck off the ventral platform
in such a way, as to preserve the ridge separating
the two flaking surfaces, thus not flattening the core
but only altering the shape of the proximal end. The
elegant and consistent nature of this procedure is
best visible in these two specimens.

It seems that this group of cores deserves to be
specially distinguished with a name of their own.
We suggest to call them Klementowice-type cores,

and to describe the manner of their exploitation as

Klementow ice- typ e exploit ation.

Kl ementowice-type exploitation

The features discernible in the cores described here

make possible a tentative identification of methods
and techniques employed to process them. The fol-
lowing elements appear to be particulaĄ noteworthy:

ample preparation shaping the ventral surface
and edges ofcores belonging to the various groups,

intense platform rejuvenation,
the shape ofthe obtained blade blanks,
the shape ofbulb scars left by the detached blades.
Thanks to these features we can tentatively recon-

struct the techniques used in processing the cores
(Table 1).
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Frcunr' 7. Klementowice-Kolonia, Puławy district, site 20. Changed-orientation single-platform cores.
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FrcunE 8. Klementowice-Kolonia, Puławy district, site 20. Changed-orientation single-platform cores.
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Tłsrp r. Klementowice-Kolonia, Puławy district, site 20. Main features of cores.

Figure Core category
Vęntral side
preparation Platform Core material

l: I

cores for bladelets

nafural Ęuvcnation chips and flakes ohip Cretaceous flint

L:2 unifacial crest intense rejuvenation chip detached from a large
core chocolate flint

l:3 no preparatron nafural surface
chip erratic Cretaceo". flin;;
eolian surfaces

l:4 tracęs ofback crest
the last flake ..-ouing .or"
platform to be struck off
acute striking angle

chip detached from a large
core chocolate flint

2:1

2:2

traces ofback crest

no preparation

rejuvenation flake

no traces ofpreparation or
rejuvcnation

chip detached from a large
core chocolate flint
,rull nutu*l pi...
probably erratic Cretaceous
ffint

2:3
no preparafion
convenient shape of
the ventral surface

rejuvenation chips and llakes
chip detached from a large
core unidentifiable flint (due
to patination)

3:l

double-platform cores

kaces ofback crest
and correcting blows
- flakes

scar of flakę removing
platform on one ofthe
platforms; the other platform
rejuvenated with chips

made out ofa larger core,
probably also a double-
platform specimen, or
continuous double-pl atform
exploitation eventually
produoing the residual core
Cretaceous flint (?)

3:2 naturally cracked
surface

both platforms prepared
with flakes and chips both
striking angles acutc

chocolate flint

4:1

4:2

large single-platform
blade scars on the

_":!!4i!9"rt9:9:

back crest fomed by
two flakę scars

re.luvenation with chips and
flakes - both platform angles
acute

one platform prepared with
a platform prcparation flake,
the other with fine chips

made from a larger single-
platformcore Świeciechów
flint

fashioned out of a larger
specimcn, probably a single-
platformcore chocolate
flint (?)

5:l

single-platform core, split
during processing, sides
narrowed with two flake
scars

split-offventral
surface missing

platform rejuvenated with a
single blow acute striking
angle

specimen fractured during
processing(?) Cretaceous
flint

5:2

5:3

6:l

6:2

single-platform core in
initial stage of processing

several blade-like fl akcs
carelessly struck-off

single-platformcore both
sides ofthe distal part
narrowed with flakes

single-platlorm core sides
narrowed with massive
flakęs struck offwith blows
from the platfom

single-platformcore sides
formed with flakes

no preparation
ventral surface natural,
cortical

two flat flake scars

no preparation
convenient shape of
the vęntral side

no preparation
convenient shape
resulting from
prcvious processing

intense Ęuvenation

two rejuvenation flake scars
.'acute striking angle

flat flake scars striking
angle of almost 90 degrees

intense platform preparation
flakes and chips

specimen with natural surface
fragments, no visible scars
from previous proccssing
chocolate flint

fashioned out of a larger
cores, possible evidence of
which is its back formation
Cretacęous flint

fashioned out of a larger
single-platform core
Cretaceous flint

fashioned out ofa larger
single-platform core
Crętaceous flint
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Figure Core category
Ventral side
preparation

Platform Core material

6: 3

single-platform core, initially
processed; flaking surface
width reduced by narrowing
the sides

no preparation
natural ventral side

platform intensely prepared
with rejuvenation fl akes

concretion fragment erratic
or mined Cretaceous flint

7:7

Klementowice-type cores

meticulous preparation
large back crest and

small flakes

large scars adjusted by
chipping

chunk Swiecicchówflint;
eolian gloss traces

7:2

no preparation-
natural "venkal side";
eolian surface, one
side retouched with
flat scars

single platform flake
forming an acute angle

and rejuvenation chips
producing a right angle

chocolate flint

8:1 traces ofback crest
one platform single flake
scar; the other platform
traces of rejuvęnation fl akes

chocolate flint (?)

8:2

traces ofback crest
core in a very

advanced stage of
exploitation

one platform - intense
rejuvenation by chipping
(90 degree angle); the other
platform acute angle;

single scar

chocolate flint (?)

CORE PREPARATION

The manner in which the cores of the various
groups were prepared is indicated by the manner in
which flakes were struck off.

1. The core sides \Mere prepared with flakes to re-
duce the width of the flaking surface (Figure 6: 1);

this narrowing of the flaking face was intended to
facilitate bladelet detachment and resulted in a reg-

ular shape of the bladelets which would not assume
a spread-out form to resemble blade-like flakes; this
kind of preparation is especially useful if freehand
percussion is employed, and the same technique
was also used in later times (e.g.by the Band Pot-
tery people).

2. The shaping of the ventral surface of the core
\ł/ith blo\^/s at right angles to the flaking surface; this
technique brings to mind first of all the Swiderian
cores - in their case it seryed to enable continuous
rejuvenation of platforms of double-platform cores;
in the case at hand (FiguresT:2;8: 1,2), it is hard
to distinguish this procedure from the shaping of
the back crest, and we see no evidence of it in the
double-platform cores.

3. The shaping ofthe ventral surface ofthe core
with the back crest; as in the previous cases, this
served to reduce the width of the platform on the
opposite end of the artifact and to lend the single-
platform cores the desired shape (conical in most
cases); the classical form of this procedure is in
evidence in the cores for microbladelets in our col-

lection (Figures I: 4;2: 1), and it leads to particu-
larly elegant results in changed-orientation single-
platform (K1ementowice-Ępe) cores featuring large
scars accompanied by small ones, precisely shaping
one or the other end ofthe core (Figure 7: 1).

4. Platform preparation with large flakes produc-
ing an acute striking angle (Figures 4: l; 5: 3;72 I)
which is then seemingly reduced to a right angle
with a series of fine chips and flakes rejuvenating
the platform and serving to achieve a percussion
point for the next bladelet elevated above the strik-
ing surface; this technique is typical for Magdaleni-
an flintworking, being apparent already in the pub-
lished materials from Mały Antoniów, Ostrowiec
municipaliĘ (Sawicki, 1960: plate VIII: lla, IZa;
plate IX: 1a).

The described characteristics, evidencing the pre-
cision treatment of both the flaking surface and the

cores in the course of exploitation, indicate that the

blanks were detached by direct percussion with a soft

hammer made of raw materials of animal origin
available to the Magdalenian knappers - most proba-
bly an antler implement. This was the only technique
that would have allowed them to precision-produce
such uniformly shaped blades. Another method of
producing standard debitage of this kind involves the

use of a punch. HoweveĘ the traces of platform re-
juvenation visible on the cores rule out this method
which would have resulted in, among other things,
more prominent bulb scars, and a platform and flak-
ing surface at right angles to each other.
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The debitage which may be reconstructed based
on scars visible on the cores, comprises relatively
regular microlithic and small blade blanks, straight
or slightly curved in the central part, probably rela-
tively thin, 20-55 mm long, and2_I2 mm wide. In
most cases core processing was discontinued after
striking off a short flake-like blade, usually end-
ing with a deep hinged scar, and this regardless
of the core form. Cores were also discarded when
their flaking surfaces became excessively conyex,
whether in its central part or closer to the platform.
In a handful of cases exploitation could not be con-
tinued because of micro-flaws of the siliceous mass.

CORE PREPARATION WASTE

The core preparation waste material comprises pri-
mary and secondary trimming blades (77 finds),
subtrimming blades (35 specimens), flakes remov-
ing the core platform and rejuvenation flakes (96
in all), a surface flake, flakes removing the oppo-
site platform (9 specimens), and laterally detached
flakes removing the platform (17 specimens).

The trimming blades (most of them surviving
in fragmentary form) are mostly bidirectional, and
with a pronounced curve in their central parts. The
intact specimens are up to 60 mm long, and the
vast majoriĘ of them are secondary forms. Most
of the finds included in this group are rectangular,
and there are also some specimens with twisted
surfaces. The majority of trimming blades likewise
displays a fairly distinct curvature in their central
parts; the cross-sections can be either triangular or
trapeze-shaped. Both these sets of blades include
specimens with prepared butts and small bulbs.

One surface flake fragment was distinguished
along with several flakes removing the opposite
platform; the intact specimens of the latter are any-
where between 40 and 70 mm in length.

BLADE BLANKS

The complete specimens are 9-76 mm long, the
average figure being 29 mm. The most numerous
group are 22 mm long (modal value), with some
75o/o flnds not exceeding 35 mm in length. The
width of the intact specimens is 2 to 33 mm, or 10
mm on ayerage (modal value), with almost one in
two being in the 7-I4 mm range. Most of the in-
tact specimens are 2 mm thick (modal value), with
the thickest blade measuring 9 mm. The analyzed
parts adjacent to the bulbs are 5-81 mm long, the
average length being 11 mm. The widest specimen

measures 30 mm, the average width figures being in
the 8-14 mm range. The thickness of these speci-
mens is similar to that of complete specimens, al-
though there was one find that was 12 mm thick.
The central fragments comprise the set of shortest
fragmentary forms. They average 14 mm in length,
with individual specimens measuring from Z to 6I
mm. The length of one in two specimens is at least
10, and no more than 22 mm, their widths rang-
ing from 2 to 32 mm (arithmetic mean of almost
5 mm). The most numerous category comprises
specimens measuring 8-13 mm. The distal parts
are 5-65 mm in length (modal value = 15 mm), the
arithmetic mean being 10.5 mm. These are narrow
specimens, 6 mm wide on average (modal value).

BLADE TOOLS

The complete forms range from 17 to 84 mm in
length. Blade tools measuring 4I-60 mm predom-
inate, with most of them being 41 mm in length.
Their widths range from 7 to 35 mm, although
three out of four of them do not exceed 17 mm;
specimens 11-15 mm wide predominate. Thickness
varies from 2 to 14 mm, the arithmetic mean ap-
proaching 3 mm.

The specimens selected for use as finished prod-
ucts featured a curvature in their cęntral parts, and
their transverse cross-sections were triangular,
trapeze-shaped, and also poĘonal. Almost one in
three finds classified in this group features angling
of surfaces, occasionally very pronounced. Most of
the blades originate from double-platform cores.
We leave out fragmentary tools from our analy-
sis since it is not always possible to determine the
blade fragment from which they were made.

Selected statistical analyses (arithmetic and po-
sitional averages, percentage figures, f-Student test
and correlation of features _ after Ćwiklińska, 1993)
show that the metric parameters of blade blanks
are much inferior to those of tools on blades. This
probably means that blade blanks were waste mate-
rial. The negative selection of the blanks is also con-
firmed by the /-Student test illustrating significant
differences. It was demonstrated that blades less
than 30 mm long,8 mm wide, and 3 mm thickwere
discarded as failing to meet the standards assumed
for this group of debitage. The blades selected for
further use were more slender and not very short.
The acceptable parameters were as follows: length -
37-55 mm, width -9-I2 mm, thickness - 4-7 mm.

The correlation and regression of the high re-
corded values of length, width and thickness in-



dicate that the group of blades surviving intact is
relatively homogeneous, although the f-Student test
shows it to be internally differentiated. The distri-
bution of the width-to-length ratio reveals that we
probably have to do with two kinds of blanks: slen-
der, and (relatively) not very short specimens. This
distribution is suggestive of an intentional selection
of two kinds of specimens for use as specific tools:
the slender ones with a low width-to-length ratio,
and others, with this ratio in the range between the
modal values with the lower of the two figures be-

ing preferred.

Final remarks

The distinction of a new Ępe of core and core
processing appears to be justified, given that no
similar technology is to be found in other Upper and
Late Palaeolithic groups in Poland and the neigh-
boring countries. The Late Pleistocene communi-
ties in this region did not employ this method of
single-platform exploitation - the Klementowice-
type exploitation (Burdukiewicz, 1987; Fiedorczuk,
1992; Sobczyk,1993). On the other hand, analogies
of Klementowice-Ępe cores are known from dated
Magdalenian assemblages in the Czech Republic
(Valoch, 2001: table 9, figure 26) and Slovakia. They
have also been noted in Polish assemblages, and de-
spite their clearly distinct characteq they were never
distinguished and defined as a special Ępe. The Kle-
mentowice-Ępe cores are being described in Polish
literature as double-platform specimens with "twist-

ed flaking surfaceś' (Ginter, 1974: 14, table IX: 3-5),
or with "flaking surfaces joined at the sideś' (Ginter
and Kozłowski, 1990: 57).

Translated by Andrzej Lewandowski
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